Divided into chapters about things around the home, water, air, sun, wind, rain, plants and dirt, Science Play makes science fun and simple facts easy to learn for youngsters. Things to do fill this book for youngsters from making a Purple cow to discover that it tastes a little like each of the ingredients, to making Whiz-Bang Gizmos to learn that sound comes from movement, to making fans to test the power of moving air. Youngsters and their parents and teachers will find so much to read and so many experiments to do that kids will stay busy for months.

My Personal Review:
I first picked this book up at the library. Now that I have to return it, I realize that I need to own it. There are so many wonderful activities and ideas in this book. I'm excited to do more of the activities in the spring and summer. I have 4 year old twins and a 20 month old and all 3 children have loved the activities so far. The book is for ages 2-6.

For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:
Science Play (Little Hands!)(ages 2-6) by Jill Frankel Hauser - 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price!